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Introduction

Experiments having missing observations are usually unavoidable.
The problems due to such missing observations have been dealt with
by several authors. Allen and Wishart (1930) first applied the method
of fitting constants to analyse the data as non-orthogonal when, there
was only one missing value. This method was extended by one of
the authors, Das (1954) to the case of more than one missing value
in Randomised Block Design, Latin-Squares and Incomplete Block
Designs. Another technique of analysis through estimation of the
missing values by minimising the error sum of squares obtained by
substituting an unknowns for the missing observations was introduced
by Yates (1933). The third method consists in introducing pseudo-
variates and applying the technique of covariance by inserting zero
for the missing observations and was suggested by Bartlett (1937).

The second method due to Yates is widely used and the others
are usually considered lengthy. Das (1954) showed that for more
than one missing plot in Randomised Block and Latin-Square Designs
the method of fitting constants can in many cases be profitably apphed.

The problem of mixed up observation was first encountered by
Bose and Mahalanobis (1938) and they solved the problem by modify
ing the method of Yates. Later Nair (1940) suggested a solution to
the problem of mixed up plots by applying the technique of covariance
introduced. by Bartlett.

In the present paper an attempt has been made to examine the
interrelationship between the last two techniques with an examination
of the rationale behind the covariance technique.

For mixed up observations an alternative definition of concomi
tant variates has been given and a solution for more than one group
of mixed up observations has also been obtained.

/
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Rationale behind the Technique

With one missing observation substituted by x^, the position of
the affected plot remaining unknown, the data which are now of two
types, viz., (i) those which are the observations of a random variate
j>i and (ii) an unknown not belonging to the population of the obser
vation, can be represented for the r-th plot by the Variate = yi
+ Xi-Xii, if /s are thb available observations and a pseudo-variate
such that it takes the yalue zero in all unaffected plots and in the case
of the affected plot it J:akes the value unity and j,-, zero -

1

What is actually wanted is the analysis of the variate Zj. It is
evident from the relation, Zj = yt -j- 'x^-xn that the results of analysis
of variance of Z.; can be obtained from those of yt adjusted for a-i;.
The relation shows that Xi is the regression coefficient of yi on with
the sign changed. In case of two missing plots with and x^ as their
substitutes, the data for the f-th plot can be represented by Zi=yi+Xi.Xn
+ Xg-Xas; if Xii and x^i are defined as before and yi takes the vdue
zero in each of the affected plots. This way of representation can be
extended for any number of affected plots and it remains true whatever
the design. The covariance technique can thus be applied for any
design having any number of missing observations and bears an exact
correspondence with the method of substitution by Yates.

In the case of mixed up observations affecting only two plots,
say, M, it is the total of the observations from these plots, the data
can be completed as in the case of missing plots, by substituting (Af/2)
+ Xi and (M/2) —x^ in the two affected plots where x is an unknown
which with M/2 gives the estimated yield of one of the plots. The
data, thus completed, can for the j-th plot be represented by Z< = yi
+ Xj.Xii if xn takes the value zero in all unaffected plots and in the
affected plots it takes the value 1 in one plot and —1 in the other, while
yi takes the value M/2 in each of these plots. Hence, Xi is the regres
sion coefficient of y^ on x^j with its sign changed. If there be K plots
mixed up to give the total M, the data for the /-th plots can be repre
sented similarly by Zj = j',• ++ Aig-Xaj + ... + a'k-i-Xik-dj
if each of the variates Xj; (y = 1, 2, ... K —1) take values zero for
all unaffected plots and in one of the affected plots each of the variates
Xji takes the value —1 and in the remaining-(Js:—l). plots, the (K—l)
variates take the value as in the following scheme, the value of yi being
taken as MjK in each of the affected plots.

The scheme of pseudo-variate values suggested by Nair (1940)
for. the same purpose is different and somewhat, complicated. The
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Scheme showing the Values for the Pseudovariate and
Observed Variate for the affected plots in the case of

mixed up plots

Pseudo
\^variate

Plot
number \

\

1 2 3 • • • k-l Value of the
observed variate

y for the affected
plots

1 -1 -1 -1 • • • -1 Mjk
2 1 0 0 • • • 0 MIk
3 0 1 0 • • • 0 Mjk

k 0 0 0 • • • 1 Mjk

scheme given here has come out as just an extension of the scheme
necessary with (AT—1) missing observations aiid actually corresponds
to the following substitution of unknowns in the affected plots.

M
1st plot — X^ — x^ — — Xk-i-

« , , ^ M ,2nd plot ^

3rd plot + ^2

M ^A^h plot ^ + Xk-1

So that by adding all the substitute for y the affected plots we get M.
Thus, it is the nature of the unknown substitute which determines the
pseduo-variates. If again there be more than one mixed up total say
two, viz., Ml and such that is based on observations and
Ma on K2, then the data for the j-th plot can be represented by:
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Zi = yi + Xi-Xii + ... +

+ Xi'-:)c'ij+ ... + x'k2-iX'

If yi takes the values in the plots as MJK-^ for each of the plots
giving Afi and MJK2 for each plot giving and x,i and Xn' take the
value zero in all unaffected plots and in the affected plots they, take
the values independently as described in the case of single total based
on K mixed up observations. The variates Xn corresponding to. the
first set of affected plots will take the value zero in all plots not in the
first set and vice versa.

In this way the technique can be extended to cover any number
of mixed up totals.

Advantages of Covariance Technique

With the increase in the number of missing values in complex
designs like asymmetrical confounded factorial designs, the procedure
suggested by Yates becomes very laborious, if the iterative method of
solution of normal equations be adopted, as it involves repeated cal
culation of several estimates from very complex expressions. In co-
variance technique this can be avoided by forming the equations once
for all and solving them by any of the existing methods. Of course,
in the case of Yates procedure, also the normal equations can be actually
written down by collecting terms containing the first two powers of
the missing values substituted in the error s.s., but it appears that the
formation of normal equations from Yates approach is somewhat
indirect, and not so suitable for mechanisation and less easily under
standable than when they are formed as multiple regression equations.

Though the estimates of missing values are available from both
the methods, Yates technique cannot easily supply some of the results
like S.E. of treatment differences and also the adjusted treatment S.S.

Summary

An investigation of the interrelationship among the different
methods of analysis of experinients having missing or mixed up plots,
has been made. The rationale behind the technique of co-variance
analysis of experiments with missing observations has been discussed.
The technique of covariance analysis has been extended in the case
of mixed up observations to cover more than one group of mixed up
totals. A more convenient set of pseudo-variates than what has been
suggested by Nair for solving problems of mixed up total, has been
obtained.
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